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[Reinforcement of Day 1 & 2 activities] 

1. �न�न�ल�खत श�द को पूरा क�िजए - 

1.आ----मा---   ---------------------- 

2.कू------ड़       ---------------------- 

3.म---वा---       ---------------------- 

4.�म-----ई     ----------------------     

5.ख-----ता     -----------------------      

6.का----ज़     ----------------------    

7.आ----म     ----------------------     

8.ढो----क      ---------------------- 

9.बा—शा---       ---------------------- 

10.अ—-ब---      ---------------------- 

11.बी---ब--      ---------------------- 

12.रं---मं---    -----------------------        

13.स---प---    -----------------------              

14.पा---र    ------------------------       

15.मं---ख     -----------------------     

16.बा---र    -----------------------     

17.द—बा---      ----------------------- 

18.अ—मा---    ----------------------- 

19.आ---ज़       ------------------------  

20.ब—-म---     ------------------------- 
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1. Fill in the blanks. 

 

a) A _____________ is used to tell the time. 

 

b) The shorter hand of the clock is called as ________________. 

 

c) The longer hand of the clock is called as ________________. 

 

d) 1 hour = _______ minutes. 

 

e) 1 day = _______ hours. 

 

2. Write the name of each month. 

 

a) Second month      ____________________________ 

 

b) Eleventh month   _____________________________ 

 

c) Sixth month        _____________________________ 

 

d) tenth month         ____________________________ 

 

e) twelfth month      _____________________________ 

 

 

3. How long does it take? Use the words: seconds, minutes, hours, days. 

 

a) To eat lunch      ___________________ 

 

b) To read a 500- pages book   _______________ 

 

c) To take a bath    _________________ 

 

d) For a seed to germinate  ________________ 
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Metropolitan city: 

By definition Metro city is large urban area which has population more than 

1 million within city limits . It must also have at least 2 Million in sub 

urban areas. 

Metro city must also have all major facilities like railways, airports , bus 

terminals , large road network with other cities and towns. 

Most importantly it must serve as good region for employment and services 

for nearby villages and towns. 

Activity: Fill the following table about metropolitan/ metro cities of India. 

Name State Population 

   

   

   

   

 

Life is not always easy in a metropolitan city as - the cost of living is very 

high, we may have a stress full life and the scarcity of place to live. 

 

 

  


